BIG Screen Video: Frequently Asked Questions
Do I need to use your video setup to schedule you as a DJ?
No. This is just an option we offer. We have a standard DJ and lighting package available.
Tell me about the big screen setup?
There are two screens (1) 6X8 & (1) 7.5X10. Both are rear projection screens. The size of the
venue will depend if one or two screens are needed. Both are available.
How do you coordinate the setup?
It is important that we meet prior the event with you, and /or your event coordinator at the event
location to assure everything is set up properly, and in the right place. There is no additional
charge for setup, or to meet with the coordinator.
Do you have a list of the music videos?
Yes. A list can be provided by request. We have over 3500 videos. All types of music, from the
latest to the greatest.
Can you produce our video slide show?
Yes. You provide the photos. We can help you with music selections and any text to coordinate
with the slide show. We take great care with your photos and will return them to you.
How does a slide show work?
Usually it consists of 50 photos lasting about 8 minutes. If you have more photos or music it will
be longer. The presentation will play during dinner or when guest enter the event location.
The second option is a scheduled slide show with additional pictures, music, and text captions.
This presentation will last longer. We will set up a presentation that best suits your event.
Do we get a copy of our slide show?
Yes. We will provide a copy to you on DVD. Additional copies are available for purchase
Can you show Karaoke?
Yes. This is the best way to do karaoke. The whole crowd will get to see the lyrics, and can sing
along.
Are you available for business or corporate presentations?
Yes. Our setup is available for rental. If you need our setup for corporate or business
presentations.

